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By Dermot Milligan, Anthony McGowan, David Tazzyman

Random House Children's Publishers UK. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Donut
Diaries: Book One, Dermot Milligan, Anthony McGowan, David Tazzyman, A British Diary of a
Wimpy Kid, featuring Dermot, an overweight eleven-year-old. Hilariously funny and insightful.
Dermot Milligan's got problems. He's overweight and hooked on donuts. He has a pushy, overachieving mother, and a father who spends all his time hiding in the loo. His sisters, Ruby and Ella
(known as Rubella) attack him relentlessly from the opposite directions of Chav and Goth. And now,
he's being sent to a nutritionist, Doctor Morlock, who looks like a Dementor from Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows. This diary is Doc Morlock's idea. Not only does Dermot have to write down how
many donuts he eats, but also - and this is the really rubbish part - he has to talk about HIS
FEELINGS! But things are about to get even worse - he's being separated from his friends and sent
to St Michael's, a posh school where he just knows he's going to stick out like a sore thumb. A sore
thumb with a weight problem .
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Reviews
Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziema nn IV
This book is definitely worth acquiring. Yes, it is enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an remarkably basic way and is
particularly simply soon after i finished reading through this pdf where actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt
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